
The integration between Arteco and Hanwha Techwin solutions allows for a comprehensive 
management of the entire range of Wisenet devices within Arteco NEXT Video Event Management 
Software (VEMS).

Hanwha Techwin’s Wisenet solutions are fully supported in terms of video management, events 
and features including 4K Ultra HD video streaming and recording, and embedded video and audio 
analytics applications.

The Wisenet III and Wisenet X camera series are also fully supported by Arteco Analytics Extreme 
through a set of video analytics plug-ins designed for security and retail purposes, such as people 
counting, intrusion, loitering and many other dedicated algorithms. 

Both these and the embedded algorithms are integrated within Arteco NEXT and Arteco Marketing 
Platform, providing users an unprecedented set of possibilities and information gathered into easy-to-
use platforms and available as Big Data.

Hanwha integration

Hanwha Techwin integration
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Hanwha integration

Device Identification Wisenet devices are shown with their camera model name, IP and MAC address in Arteco NEXT.

Wisestream Arteco NEXT supports Wisestream technology which reduces the impact on network bandwidth and requires less 
storage, allowing for ultra-detailed video imagery.

Analytics Applications 

Arteco NEXT can receive video and audio events of Wisenet security and retail embedded analytics applications.
Arteco Analytics Extreme and LPR plug-ins can be installed on board Wisenet cameras and managed within Arteco 
NEXT.
Arteco Marketing Platform can receive and elaborate events provided by both embedded VA and Arteco Analytics 
Extreme Retail.

I/O Management Arteco NEXT monitors and triggers both virtual and embedded physical I/O on Wisenet IP devices, allowing for 
streamlined management.

Edge Recordings Video stored on board of Wisenet cameras can be retrieved and viewed within Arteco NEXT.

Audio Management Arteco NEXT supports bidirectional audio.

KEY FEATURES

Arteco has been an Open Platform certified partner for many years, providing LPR applications for the 
Wisenet III and Wisenet X camera series, suitable for both access control and traffic purposes.

By combining Arteco and Hanwha Techwin technologies, customers are able to design security systems 
with a variety of features and intelligence, granting significant benefits in terms of situational awareness 
and security while facilitating and reducing the operator’s tasks.

This partnership allows customers to meet a wide variety of customer and market requirements, 
including those in Safe City, critical infrastructure, education, logistics and retail. 


